
Dream: A series of thoughts, images, or emotions occurring during
sleep;

something notable for its beauty, excellence, or enjoyable quality

Spider: Any order of arachnids having a short, usually unsegmented
abdomen, poison fangs, and two or more pairs of spinnerets for
spinning threads of silk... oh and 8 eyes;
:a cast-iron frying pan originally made with short feet to stand
among coals

Path: a track specially constructed for a particular use;

a way of life, conduct, or thought

Dodge: To evade a responsibility or duty especially by trickery or deceit;

: to make a sudden movement in a new direction

Map: A representation usually on a flat surface of the whole or a part of
an area;

:a representation of the celestial sphere or a part of it

Golden: consisting of, relating to, or containing gold

: of a high degree of excellence : SUPERB

: radiantly youthful and vigorous

 Drip: liquid that falls, overflows, or is extruded in drops;
: the sound made by or as if by falling drops;
: a dull or unattractive person

Toad: any of numerous anuran amphibians distinguished from frogs by
being squatter and shorter with weaker and shorter hind limbs, and by
having skin that is rough, dry, and warty rather than smooth and
moist;
a contemptible person or thing

Bounce: to cause to rebound or be reflected
: to expel precipitately from a place;
: to eliminate from a competition by defeating;
: to issue (a check) drawn on an account with insufficient funds

Fortune: a very large sum of money;
a store of material possessions;
: prosperity attained partly through luck

Wander: to move about without a fixed course, aim, or goal
: to go idly about : RAMBLE
: to follow a winding course : MEANDER
: to go astray (as from a course) : STRAY
: to lose normal mental contact : stray in thought

Spicy: having the quality, flavor, or fragrance of spice
: producing or abounding in spices
: LIVELY, SPIRITED, RACY  especially : somewhat scandalous or salacious

Rise: to assume an upright position from lying, kneeling, or sitting
: to get up from sleep or from one's bed
: to return from death
: to take up arms
: to appear above the horizon

 Castle: a large fortified building or set of buildings;
: a massive or imposing house
: a retreat safe against intrusion or invasion

Dagger : a sharp pointed knife for stabbing;
: something that resembles a dagger;

: a character † used as a reference mark or to indicate a death date

Angel  : a spiritual being serving as a divine messenger;

attendant usually benevolent spirit or guardian

Demon: an evil spirit
: a source or agent of evil, harm, distress, or ruin

: one that has exceptional enthusiasm, drive, or effectiveness

Saddle: : a girthed covered seat for the rider of an animal;
: a pass in a mountain range
: the central part of the spine of the binding of a book
: a piece of leather across the instep of a shoe

Plump: having a full rounded usually pleasing form

Frost: the process of freezing
: to cover with or as if with frost especially : to put icing on (cake)
: to produce a fine-grained slightly roughened surface on (such as glass)
: to make angry or irritated

Chains: a series of usually metal links or rings connected to or fitted
into each other
: a measuring instrument
: something that confines, restrains, or secures
: a series of things linked, connected, or associated together

 Scratchy: marked or made with scratches like handwriting
: likely to scratch : PRICKLY
: causing tingling or itching : IRRITATING
scratchy wool

Celestial: of, relating to, or suggesting heaven or divinity
: of or relating to the sky or visible heavens
the sun, moon, and stars
: ETHEREAL, OTHERWORLDLY
: OLYMPIAN, SUPREME

Shallow: having little depth;
: having little extension inward or backward
: penetrating only the easily or quickly perceived
: lacking in depth of knowledge, thought, or feeling
: displacing comparatively little air : WEAK

Dangerous: involving possible injury, pain, harm, or loss :
characterized by danger

: able or likely to inflict injury or harm

Remove: to change the location, position, station, or residence of
: to move by lifting, pushing aside, or taking away or off
: to dismiss from office
: to get rid of : ELIMINATE

Beast: a four-footed mammal as distinguished from a human being
: a lower animal as distinguished from a human being
: an animal as distinguished from a plant
: a contemptible person
: something formidably difficult to control or deal with

Sparkle: to throw out sparks
: to give off or reflect bright moving points of light
: to perform brilliantly
: EFFERVESCE
: to become lively or animated

 Massive: forming or consisting of a large mass:
: BULKY,  WEIGHTY, HEAVY
: impressively large or ponderous
: large in comparison to what is typical
: imposing in excellence or grandeur

Rush: to push or impel on or forward with speed, impetuosity, or violence : to
perform in a short time or at high speed
: to urge to an unnatural or extreme speed
Fire: the phenomenon of combustion manifested in light, Flame and heat; :
burning passion : ARDOR; : liveliness of imagination : INSPIRATION


